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Kids are able to compare things to themselves quite well by an early age. This correlation is

especially true with baby animals. Because of this, baby animals can be used to foster a love of

reading with young children. Books using baby animals are often the favorite books of children and

must accompany them wherever they go. These books become comfort for children.
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My 17 month old has recently taken an interest in anything to do with animals, so when I saw this

book, I decided to give it a try so I could read/show it to him and show him what the animals look

like when they're young. Overall, I am pleased with the book especially given that right now, it's

free.Pros:- It has 50 pages of baby animals from dogs, to horses, to rabbits; even to turtles. The

baby animals facts are short (it just says what the animal is called as a baby), but it's intended for

children, so that's ok.- The pictures of animals are close up shots. Some of the books i've been

reading to my son show the animal at a distance, or with other animals. This book, however, shows

each animal solely so your child can easily distinguish which animal it is.- It's a super easy read. If



your kids are like my son, they're constantly throwing a book in your lap to read. I can zip through

this book in about 4-5 minutes flat, getting it out of my son's blood for about an hour.- You may

actually learn something as an adult. There were several animals in this book that I had no idea

what they're classified as when they're young. For instance, I never knew a baby horse was called

foal.Cons: (none. for the price, you really can't gripe about this book)To my 17 month old son, this

book is awesome as he can see many different baby animals in a different light from his other

animal books. I would recommend this book to any parent looking to entertain their child with

something other than a television.

I ordered this ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Baby Animals Galore For Kids: Picture Book for

ChildrenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• Kindle Edition by Speedy Publishing to share with my grandchildren, who

are 3 and 2. It is exactly what it states, a picture book, with only a few words, which is absolutely

perfect for these two. There are enough words to keep them attentive and focused, but more

pictures, which is what they really love, especially the 2-year-old, who has a harder time listening to

all the words in some books. This is perfect for their age and would also be perfect for young

readers. It was even perfect for me, as I thoroughly enjoyed the engaging photos.The pictures in

this book are especially nice, crisp, and professional. They are of wonderfully adorable little baby

animals, soft and fluffy, sweet and inviting. Some of the pictures show them with their parents,

others by themselves just relaxing or playing. You canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t look at this book without

wanting to reach out and snuggle them. Most of the baby names are commonly known, however,

there are a few that I did not know (or maybe I just didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t remember them). We

absolutely enjoyed reading and enjoying this book together. If you love baby animals, you will enjoy

this sweet little book.

Some cute pictures for very small children. Only my three year old was at all interested in lookingat

it because the others are older and can read well enough that they do not want the pictures!There

was no information about the animals other than what a baby of the species is called. I feltlike it was

very disorganized. They could have been organized by what the baby is called or someother way of

organizing them. The pictures were nice, but the description page either came beforeor after it and I

felt it should have been one or the other or there should have been an explanationas to why they

were grouped the way they were. An ok book per my three year old who likes moreinformation

rather like her mother and father!I received this book free in exchange for my honest review.



My Kids enjoyed this book. Kids are able to compare things to themselves quite well by an early

age. This correlation is especially true with baby animals. Because of this, baby animals can be

used to foster a love of reading with young children. Books using baby animals are often the favorite

books of children and must accompany them wherever they go.I received this product at a discount

to evaluate and provide my honest and unbiased review. I am not obligated to give a 5 star review.

The words stated here are my own observations and feelings about the product. I leave the

feedback a product deserves based on my opinion. If you have learned anything helpful about this

product from my review, you can let me know by clicking the ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“yesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•

button

Disclaimer:I did receive this product for FREE for me to test and give my 100% honest truth and I

will continue to give my 100% truth so that the shoppers and sellers of  and other companies. I got

this book to read to my kids (5, 3 & 2). I liked the idea of the book, and thought that they would enjoy

the shadow animals to guess what animal they were.I think the idea of the book is that the pages

open up and on the right side, it has the shadow shape of an animal and on the left, 3 choices for

what animal it is. Then on the following 2 pages, it shows a color picture and lists several facts

about each animal.Unfortunately, this only followed through the first several animals. After that, the

pages open up and it has the color picture on the facing page to the shadow picture. And then it just

gets a little jumbled after that. Still the same order, but the shadows sometimes appear on the left

side, or the right side, and the facts go through a page turn, etc. As if a page break is missed here

and there and it doesn't follow through quite right.My 3 year old was able to very quickly identify the

shadow shapes, without needing the choices (except for the shark, I think he thought it was a fish,

but when given the choices chose the shark, which I thought was impressive. I thought he would get

stuck on what he thought it was and not be able to change his mind).The color photos are nice

quality.I learned several facts about different animals in this book. I think at least 1 new thing for

each animal listed. Which I was surprised by. I think the facts are terrific and unique (I just trusted

them and haven't done any further research, which I may do if using the book in our homeschool

lessons).
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